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Greenergy starts producing biofuel from waste crisps and
pies
Unique partnership extracts oil from unsaleable pies, pasties, crisps and other
food waste
New and innovative source of waste oils and fats for Greenergy to use for biodiesel
production
Greenergy, a privately owned company that supplies one fifth of Britain’s road fuel,
announced today that it has begun producing biodiesel from food waste. In a unique
partnership with Brocklesby Ltd, a specialist in recycling edible oils, unsaleable food products
such as crisps and pies, which would previously have gone to landfill or compost, are now
being converted for biofuel and energy production. This new initiative helps to reduce the
environmental impact of the fuel that Greenergy produces while also creating a new,
alternative source of fuel.
Greenergy has invested £50 million in its biodiesel production facility in Immingham on the
east coast of England in order to efficiently process used cooking oils, which are more
complicated to process than “new” oils such as rapeseed. The company already uses
significant quantities (more than 20 million litres a month) of biodiesel from used cooking oil
supplied from a range of food producers.
In order to extend its use of waste-based biofuel even further, Greenergy is now beginning to
make biodiesel from high fat solid foods such as pies, sausage rolls, pastry and crisps which
are not fit for sale because they are mis-shapen, overcooked or past their sell by date. These
food products, which typically contain between 25% and 30% oil and fat, are sourced from a
variety of food manufacturers nationally. Other suitable foods include taramasalata and oil
from fish frying containing high quantities of breadcrumbs.
The oils and fats in these foods are extracted through a novel process developed by
Brocklesby Ltd and are then further purified by Greenergy. Only then are the oils and fats
clean enough to be suitable for conversion into biodiesel. The finished biodiesel is blended
in small quantities into the diesel that Greenergy supplies to petrol stations nationally.
Any food solids that remain after processing are currently dried and then either composted or
used to produce energy through anaerobic digestion, but in future could be used to make
solid biomass fuel pellets or briquettes, or more fuel for cars in the form of bioethanol. Waste
water is used as a biomass crop fertiliser.
Andrew Owens, Greenergy Chief Executive said:
“We’ve always tried to find ways of reducing the environmental impact of our fuel and
as oil prices continue to rise, it’s obviously important to develop alternative sources of

fuel. We are pleased to be at the forefront of finding new feedstocks for biodiesel
production.
“The quantities of biodiesel that we’re currently producing from solid food waste are
small, but we’re expecting to scale up so that this soon becomes a significant
proportion of our biodiesel. To put it into context, just one of these new facilities could
handle enough waste pies or crisps to fill a cruise ship. With multiple plants, the
potential for this kind of technology to reduce fuel emissions is considerable.
“It’s great to be taking these products, which would otherwise have gone to landfill or
compost, and turning them into a new source of fuel”.
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Greenergy
Greenergy is a leading national provider of road fuel and managed fuel services with
significant infrastructure and service capability. Today it supplies 10 billion litres of petrol,
diesel and biofuel annually – about one fifth of all the road fuel sold in Britain. For more
information see www.greenergy.com

Brocklesby
Established in 1987, Brocklesby is a specialist in recycling edible oil and has pioneered
various innovative collection systems that are now used at numerous food factories
throughout the UK. With a depth of experience in food waste and co-product sourcing and
collection from commercial and industrial producers, Brocklesby’s clients include major food
retailers. For more information see www.brocklesby.org

